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GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

Accretion

The natural build-up of sand or sediments in an area as a result of wave action,
ocean currents, river flows and/or wind

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability: The measure of the likelihood (expressed as a
probability) of an event equalling or exceeding a given magnitude in any given year

AHD

Australian Height Datum. 0m AHD approximately corresponds to mean sea level

Armour layer

The outer protective layer on the surface of seawalls and breakwaters. Typically,
quarried rock or special cast concrete units.

Astronomical tide

Water level variations due to the combined effects of the Earth’s rotation, the
Moon’s orbit around the Earth and the Earth’s orbit around the Sun.

Bathymetry

The form (topography) of the seabed.

Beach
compartment

A contained beach (either natural or man-made) from which there is no significant
loss of sand. Typically, it would be located between features which extend out into
deep water sufficiently to prevent or inhibit sand moving around them.

Bypassing

Moving the coastal sediments (sands) from the accumulating updrift side to the
eroding downdrift side of an obstruction to the longshore movement. Typically, this
is undertaken mechanically and/or hydraulically using plant and equipment.

Coastal processes

A collective term covering the action of all-natural forces influencing the coastline
and its adjacent seabed. The seabed, foreshore and water characteristics respond
to the ever-changing effects of the tides, waves, ocean currents and winds. The
natural changes occur in time scales varying from only a few seconds (waves by
wave), to a few months (seasonally), to several years (El Nino etc).

Control structure

A groyne, headland, offshore breakwater or indeed any structure built on the
foreshore to control the longshore transport of coastal sediments. Typically, they
are used to retain sand as part of erosion control works.

Design storm

Sea defences will often be designed to withstand wave attack by an extreme storm.
The severity of the design storm is selected in view of the acceptable level of risk of
damage or failure.

DEM

Digital elevation model. A DEM is a bare-ground surface referenced to a vertical
datum. Non-ground points such as buildings and vegetation have been filtered out
to get a smooth model of the ground surface.

Dynamically stable
seawall

A seawall constructed of rocks of a size which (unlike conventional seawalls) can
be individually moved during severe storm action. By placing a sufficient volume of
these smaller rocks in the seawall, the armoured slope is allowed to be (re)shaped
by the waves. Consequently, a profile is formed which can dissipate wave energy
without threatening the retained area behind the seawall. Typically, the resulting
profile consists of a gentle slope around the water level, with steeper slopes above
and below.

Exceedance
Probability

The probability of an extreme event occurring at least once during a prescribed
period of assessment is given by the exceedance probability. The probability of a 1
in 100-year event (1% AEP) occurring during the first 25 years is 22%, during the
first 50 years the probability is 39% and over a 100-year asset life the probability is
63%.
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Term

Definition

Filter layer

An inner layer (typically of rock) beneath the primary armour layer on seawalls and
breakwaters. The main purpose being to prevent the underlying finer material from
being washed out through the voids in the larger outer armour.

Fluvial

Geological term to describe sediments which are derived from a river environment.

Geomorphology

The branch of physical science which deals with the form and general configuration
of the earth’s surface, and the changes that take place during the evolution of the
landforms.

HAT

Highest Astronomical Tide: the highest water level that can occur due to the effects
of the astronomical tide in isolation from meteorological effects.

Holocene

Geological epoch beginning approximately 12,000 years ago. It is characterised by
warming of the climate following the last glacial period and rapid increase in global
sea levels to approximately present-day levels.

Hydro-isostasy

Impact of addition or loss of water on the earth surface elevation.

Longshore
sediment transport

The movement of sand parallel to the shoreline. Typically caused by those waves
arriving at an angle to the orientation of the shore – thus having momentum along
the coast as well as perpendicular to it.

MHHW

Mean Higher High Water: the mean of the higher of the two daily high waters over a
long period of time. When only one high water occurs on a day this is taken as the
higher high water.

MHWS

Mean High Water Springs: the height of MHWS is the average, throughout a year
when the average maximum declination of the moon is 23.5ᵒ, of the heights of two
successive high waters during those periods of 24 hours when the range of the tide
is greatest. Used when semi-diurnal tides are present.

MSL

Mean Sea Level: the long-term average level of the sea surface.

Onshore/offshore
(cross-shore) sand
movement

The movement of sand perpendicular to the shoreline. Typically, this is a cyclic
process – where storm waves remove sand from the visible beach and deposit it
offshore as a sandbar. Subsequent swell action brings the sand back onshore to
rebuild the beach profile.

Pleistocene

Geological epoch from 2.5 million to 12,000 years before present that spans the
earth's recent period of repeated glaciations and large fluctuations in global sea
levels.

Quaternary

Geological period beginning approximately 2.6 million years ago and continuing
today.

Return period

Also termed Average Recurrence Interval. In statistical terms, an event with a
Return Period of N years is likely, on average, to be exceeded only once in every N
years.

Sea waves

These are wave generated by the wind that is actually blowing at the time and place
of their observation. Typically, sea waves have short periods and “peaky” wave
crests – giving a more “choppy” appearance to the ocean surface than swells.

Sediment
movement

The movement of sand (and other coastal sediments) by the action of waves and
currents. Includes the movement parallel (longshore transport) and perpendicular
(cross-shore transport) to the shoreline
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Definition

Significant Wave
Height

The statistical term used to define the state of the sea during any particular time.
Waves in the ocean have a somewhat random distribution of height, so the
“significant wave height” is used to define the sea state. In fact, it is the average of
the highest one third of all waves occurring over the duration of the wave event
being considered. Consequently, waves with heights in excess of the reported
significant wave height frequently occur during the particular wave event.

Storm surge

The meteorological component of the coastal water level variations associated with
atmospheric pressure fluctuations and wind setup.

Storm tide

Coastal water level produced by the combination of astronomical and
meteorological (storm surge) ocean water level forcing.

Surf zone

The area between the outermost breaking waves and the shoreward limit of wave
run-up.

Swell waves

These are wave that have been generated by distant weather systems and have
travelled out of their generation area. Swell characteristics exhibit a more regular
and longer wave period, as well as flatter crests than those still travelling within their
generation areas.

Terminal scour

The erosion of an unprotected section of shoreline immediately downdrift of an
armoured shoreline. Caused by the imbalance of the high rates of sand removed
from the erodible shoreline with the diminished supply to it from the non-erodible
shoreline immediately updrift.

Toe

The lowest part of the seawall / breakwater slope, generally forming from the
transition to the natural seabed.

Wave period

The time for two successive wave crests to pass a fixed point. Swell waves tend to
have long periods (typically being in excess of 10 seconds), whereas sea waves
tend to have shorter periods.

Wave refraction

The process by which the direction of the wave moving in shallow water at an angle
to the seabed contours is changed so that the wave crests tend to become more
aligned with those contours.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The city of Portland is the most populated centre of the Shire of Glenelg, in south-eastern Victoria. Presently,
an approximate 8.6km section of the Portland foreshore is protected by a number of different seawalls,
constructed at different times throughout the city’s history. The extent of these seawalls is demarcated by the
red line in the locality plan Figure 1-1. The foreshore protection is of variable quality and condition along its
length.
The Glenelg Shire Council (GSC) and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
require upgraded revetment and groyne design standards to provide information for the future planning and
upgrade (as required) of the revetment structure. The upgraded design will need to take into account the
offshore wave conditions in Portland Bay, and consider the predicted rising sea levels associated with climate
change.

FIGURE 1-1 STUDY LOCATION

5671_R02V02.docx

Water Technology were engaged by Council and DELWP to design the proposed rock revetment upgrade.
The overall study approach is as follows:


Site meeting and inspection of the existing structure(s)



Establishment of the design criteria for the seawall





Presentation of options and criteria in a Briefing Paper



Hold Point while Council and DELWP considers the Briefing Paper

Seawall design applying the approved design criteria. This includes:


Specific cross-sections at selected locations



Consideration of costs and available rock, which includes the possible use of deformable seawalls
which can be designed with smaller rock. However, the volume of rock required will be considerably
greater than for a statically stable seawall. Provided the appropriate amount of rock is used for the
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design and construction, the maintenance requirements for a deformable wall are similar to that for a
statically stable wall.



Investigation and discussion of locations where groynes, beach nourishment and dune reshaping may be
incorporated to compliment seawall construction




Consideration of beach access and view lines.

Hold Point while Council and DELWP considers options

Final design report and drawings

5671_R02V02.docx

This report is the final design report and presents a summary of the design criteria, seawall design and other
investigations including design drawings.
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2

BACKGROUND REVIEW

2.1

Site History

This background is not intended to be a closely researched examination of the long and complex history of
this issue. However, the following summarised history of shoreline erosion has been extracted from documents
on file, including those in the next section.
TABLE 2-1 SITE HISTORY SUMMARY

Date

Event

1956 - 1958

East wall of Portland Harbour constructed

1959

Erosion at Henty Bay Estate first noticed

1960

Harbour opened

c 1962

Low rock cover (basalt) placed on the back-beach area from the west end of the Henty
Bay Estate to a short distance west of Rosslyn Street

c 1963

Loss of the uncovered part of the beach, followed by works to increase the height of the
above wall. Further raising of the wall in this area was carried out in 1979

1964

First house lost by erosion

1970 - 1979

Continuing sand erosion from the east end of the previous basalt wall to approximately
1.9km further east

May 1988

Minister for Planning intervenes applying Coastal Restricted Development Zone that
prohibits any further dwellings in what was known as the Henty Bay Estate. Up to
$289,500 was provided by State Government in relocation assistance to homes
threatened

June 1993

Following allocation of a $270,000 Government grant, completion of approximately 1.7km
extension of the rock seawall to the Fergusons Road end of Henty Bay Estate

1996

Further State Government grant of $1m to Glenelg Shire Council for further
repair/upgrading of the Dutton Way seawall

1999

Zoning changes from Coastal Restricted Development Zone to Special Use Zone for the
Henty Bay Estate. The eastern section is rezoned to Rural Living Zone

The pre or mid 1950 subdivisions known as Dutton Way Estate (east end) and Henty Bay Estate (west end)
comprised 314 “standard”-sized residential lots. As of the late 1970’s, there were also 36 rural-residential lots
between 0.4 - 8.0 hectares in the immediate area.

5671_R02V02.docx

A February 1979 report by the consulting firm Gutteridge Haskins and Davey Pty Ltd included the following
statement: “Of the rural-residential allotments, there are 95 houses with a few farmhouses in the area. Of these
allotments, 95 are partly or totally eroded away”.
By the late 1970’s it was estimated that the maximum extent of shoreline erosion (relative to 1948 aerial
photographs) was up to 140 metres (at Barry Street) i.e. “consuming” a previous foreshore reserve, Moore
Drive reservation, 2 rows of residential lots and Keriana Avenue reservation. A 1979 report by Dr Edmund D
Gill of the CSIRO stated: “A redrogradation rate of 3.6 metres per year was measured. The erosion is
remarkable for its severity”.
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There has been almost half a century of controversial history on this matter. However, the extant “expert” report
appears to be the 1992 report by Professor Douglas Foster, formerly Professor of Civil Engineering at the
University of New South Wales. This report was commissioned by the then Minister for Manufacturing and
Industry Development following an excerpt in the Ombudsman’s 1990/91 Annual Report which stated: “In my
view, it was totally unacceptable that an environmental conscious State should allow private property to be
destroyed by erosion which stemmed from the action of the State in constructing a breakwater and other works.
I was particularly concerned that so little effort was made to determine the cause of the erosion and that the
timely action which could have saved hectares of subdivided land was not taken.”
Professor Foster’s report contains the following key excerpts:“Since the construction of Portland Harbour in the mid 1950’s there has been severe erosion of the coastline
at the western end of Portland Bay. Structural works undertaken to counter this erosion include a seawall to
protect Dutton Way, intermittent protection by seawalls to protect private property, and a seawall to protect
Fergusons Road.
A number of studies have been undertaken to examine the problem and to recommend measures to alleviate
them. To date, none have taken into account the by-passing of sand currently being undertaken by the Port of
Portland Authority or the sediment sink at Schnapper Point. Prior to the construction of the breakwaters the
net longshore transport at the site of Portland Harbour was from south to north at an average rate of
approximately 48,500 cubic metres/year. Transport at the western end of Portland Bay would have been of
similar magnitude, but from west to east.
The breakwaters, prior to the implementation of some by-passing by the Port of Portland Authority in 1990,
acted as a total littoral drift barrier trapping an estimated 1.5million cubic metres of sand. The total erosion
down-drift of the harbour has been of a similar magnitude.
The sand that was originally supplied by longshore transport is now supplied from erosion of the coast. As
more and more of the coast becomes affected the rate of erosion slows down and if a sufficient length of coast
is affected it may slow down to a relatively small amount but (at least theoretically) will not cease until the
erosion reaches another littoral drift barrier.
It is not uncommon to construct a seawall for protection, but all this does is to remove the source of sand which
is supplying the longshore transport and will result in accelerated erosion at the end of the wall, with the whole
process starting over again. The Dutton Way seawall provides such an example.
Providing it is adequately designed, a seawall sets a pre-defined limited to shoreline erosion and can therefore
take into account short term variations resulting from storms and changes in longshore transport.
The following action is recommended:i.
Sand by-passing of the harbour to be continued and that this sand be put into the system to the north
of Whalers Point.
ii.

Protection to the presently eroding shoreline be provided by a continuous seawall.

5671_R02V02.docx

iii.
The changes to the coastline as a result of by-passing be monitored. Based on this monitoring, groynes
be strategically located such that the longshore transport throughout the region is re-established as soon as
possible.
iv.
Photogrammetric analysis (supplemented by future land surveys) be undertaken at the Schnapper
Point area to ascertain volumes of past accretions.
v.
All sanded dredged from Portland Harbour be either by-passed to the north of Whalers Point or stored
on Nuns Beach for future use as sand nourishment as required.”
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During the 1960’s and 1970’s, protection works were funded in various ratios, ranging from State Government
75% / Local Government 25%, where the Dutton Way seawall was situated on Crown foreshore reserve, to
typically State Government 50% / Local Government 50% where the Dutton Way seawall was located on
freehold land. Further west of the defined section, it also appears that contributions were received from the
former Country Roads Board and the former Portland Harbour Trust. However, in general terms, since the late
1970’s it would appear that the majority of expenditure on significant extension or upgrading works has been
funded through “once off” State Government grants.
The Glenelg Shire Council is of the understanding any maintenance for the Dutton Way Rock Seawall
(revetment and associated assets) needs to be funded with State Government (or DELWP) assistance due to
the ongoing Duty of Care. The funding of the incremental natural disasters or major catastrophes causing
incremental damage to the coastal protection works needs to be explored further in the process for managing
inter-agency and state significant risks. Typically, this incremental damage cost is about 1-5% of a rock
seawall’s valuation annually, and typically higher for the existing dynamic rock wall that does not meet current
design standards.
This report outlines the current revetment design standards. In the event of a need for maintenance or works
due to a natural disaster or major catastrophe causing excessive damage to the coastal protection works, this
report’s information can be used to assist in understanding the design standards necessary for works.

2.2

Previous Studies

There have been numerous historical studies in relation to sand movement within Portland Bay, as well as the
erosion and foreshore protection measures between Dutton Way and Schnapper Point (refer Figure 2-1 for
locality). The main references up to 2002 are:


Baker, G. 1956. Sand Drift at Portland Victoria, Proc R. Society Victoria, Vol 68



Coastal Engineering Solutions (CES) 2002, Assessment and Management of Coastal Processes within
Portland Bay, report prepared for the Department of Natural Resources and Environment and the
Department of Infrastructure



Foster, D.N. 1991. Henty Bay Erosion, Report prepared for the Department of Industry, Technology and
Resources, Unisearch Limited Tasmania



Foster, D.N. 1994. Henty Bay Erosion, Report prepared for the Shire of Glenelg, Unisearch Limited
Tasmania



Golder Associates 2000. Geotechnical survey of Portland Foreshore, Report prepared for Department of
Natural Resources and Environment, and Glenelg Shire Council

These reports are summarised in detail in CES (2002).
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Further relevant reports since 2002 include:


Coastal Engineering Solutions (CES) 2003, Erosion Problems within Portland Bay – Remedial Options
Draft Final Report, report prepared for the Department of Natural Resources and Environment and the
Department of Infrastructure



Coastal Engineering Solutions (CES) 2007, Update of report “Options for Resolving the Erosion Problem
– Portland Bay, report prepared for the Department of Sustainability and Environment



Coastal Engineering Solutions (CES) 2007, Advice Regarding Sand Disposal North of Andersons Pt,
report prepared for Port of Portland
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Coastal Engineering Solutions (CES) 2008, Sand By-Passing to Andersons Point – Rate of Sand
Movement Towards Schnapper Point, report prepared for Blake Dawson

In addition, there are historical photographs of the foreshore (seawalls) in 2001, 2005 and 2007. New photos
were taken during the May 2018 site inspection.

2.3

Existing Seawalls

There are several forms of seawalls in place along the Dutton Way foreshore. Seawalls were constructed at
locations including those listed below. Figure 2-1 presents the locations discussed:


The foreshore to protect the Dutton Way access from Portland, when the access road was re-aligned in
the approximate mid-2000s. Water Technology are not aware of the design criteria adopted at this
location.



The foreshore where Dutton Way follows the coast; large armour rock was used to protect the road. The
actual design cross-sections or as constructed design documentation has not been seen; however, it is
understood that the structures were built to an engineering standard that was applicable in the late 1950’s.
This seawall was constructed in approximately 1960 by Government Agencies, when erosion started
along the foreshore following the construction of the Port of Portland (herein referred to as “the Port”)
breakwaters. Top up armour rock has been placed intermittently along this section of seawall. The design
standard would not be consistent with present day standards.



Between the non-engineered Henty Bay seawalls and Ferguson Road, a section of deformable seawall
was constructed in 1993. Whilst this wall was engineered, it utilised 10m3/m run of rock following initial
design advice from Doug Foster of Unisearch.



At Ferguson Road in 1994/5, following a large storm event in 1994 that effectively washed out the
Ferguson Road seawall constructed from low density coastal limestone. This seawall was then
constructed to the “deformable” design that had been utilised between Henty Bay and Ferguson Road.
However, Doug Foster in 1994 advised that the quantity of rock for the deformable wall design should be
increased to 20m3/m. However, it is understood from the 1994 report that the authorities decided to
continue using the 10m3/m length design.

5671_R02V02.docx





The design concept allows for rock movement without necessarily resulting in the failure of the
seawall; the seawall simply adjusts to the storm wave conditions. A reason for its use is that it utilises
smaller armour rock that is cheaper to buy, cart and place. However, the volume of rock may be 50
to 100% more than for a conventional non-deformable wall.



It was noted during the 2018 site visit that the Ferguson Road seawall is in relatively poor condition
– likely due to the reduced volume of rock that has been placed in it. It is noted that the rationale
utilised by the authorities for maintaining the 10m3/m length design was that sand by-passing from
the Port would rebuild the beach. The beach has not been rebuilt in the ~20 years following
construction of the Ferguson Road seawall.

At Schnapper Point for the Abalone farm where CES (Dr Peter Riedel, now with Water Technology) also
designed deformable rock seawalls over two stages (2004 and 2008) because small rock was readily
available at a significantly lower cost than large armour rock. This wall was built using of the order of
20m3/m rock and the wall appears to be performing according to its design intent. These walls are now 10
to 15 years old and have not required maintenance.

The seawalls between the Dutton Way Road protection seawall and the Ferguson Road seawall were not
designed and are composed of variable cross-sections using dumped rock. It is understood that the local
property owners undertook this work at their cost after a considerable amount of land had been lost due to
erosion.
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FIGURE 2-1 LOCATION SUMMARY OF EXISTING SEAWALLS
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2.4

Condition Assessment

2.4.1

Inspection of the Seawalls

A close inspection of the various seawalls was made by walking the entire length of the seawall on 29 May
2018. Appendix A provides a detailed photographic coverage and commentary with respect to the inspection,
and also includes comparisons to previous inspections undertaken by Dr Peter Riedel in 2001, 2005, and
2007. The summary provided in the following sections build on the previous inspections detailed in CES (2002)
and CES (2007).

2.4.2

Condition of the Seawalls

The structural integrity of the seawalls was assessed from:


Visual inspection of the outer face of the seawall (and underlying material, if visible as it is on some
degraded sections of seawalls)



Knowledge of the construction and maintenance history



Understanding of the size and type of wave that can reach the seawall.

As noted in Figure 2-1, the seawall condition has been considered in three primary sections; Dutton Way,
Henty Bay and Ferguson Road.

2.4.2.1

Dutton Way

Most of this seawall was constructed almost 60 years ago. It has therefore been subjected to numerous storm
events and repairs have been undertaken. It appears to have been originally constructed with small rock
overlain by a single layer of large rock with a nominal size range of 0.5 to 5 tonnes, as shown in Figure 2-2.
As described in CES (2002), damage to the rock wall has been primarily initiated by the toe of the seawall
being undermined as sand is removed by storm waves. This has resulted in some of the large armour rocks
falling off the face of the wall and exposing the smaller underlying rock to wave action. Progressive collapse
of the seawall occurs when these small rocks are washed out and the crest of the wall drops. Often the armour
stone slope beneath the crest is very steep and not stable. Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 provides an example of
this observation.
Remedial action in the past has been to top up the rock on the seawall with large armour stone. This stone
has usually been basalt; however, patches of limestone are evident as shown in Figure 2-5 as the lighter rock
material.
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Since the CES (2002) report there has been significant new seawall works as well as the topping up of the
seawall crest. The new works relate to the realigning of Dutton Way at the Portland side due to a slip failure
that occurred post 2002. It also involved subsequent strengthening of sections of the seawall where Dutton
Way traverses from the high land down to the low land abutting Portland Bay. Where the seawall has been
augmented in this region it appears to have been constructed to a significantly superior standard to that of the
balance of the Dutton Way seawall; refer Figure 2-6.
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FIGURE 2-2 VIEW OF DUTTON WAY SEAWALL LOOKING SOUTH TOWARDS PORTLAND

FIGURE 2-3 VIEWS OF DUTTON WAY SEAWALL SHOWING SMALL LOWER ROCKS (WASHED OUT) AND THE
STEEP ARMOUR FACE LOOKING TOWARDS THE NORTH
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FIGURE 2-4 VIEWS OF DUTTON WAY SEAWALL SHOWING SMALL LOWER ROCKS (WASHED OUT) AND THE
STEEP ARMOUR FACE LOOKING TOWARDS PORTLAND

FIGURE 2-5 DUTTON WAY SEAWALL SECTION WITH LIMESTONE ARMOUR STONES VISIBLE
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FIGURE 2-6 VIEW OF NEWER SEAWALL SECTION

2.4.2.2

Henty Bay

This foreshore precinct is unusual because the plan alignment of the seawall varies considerably as a result
of the historical erosion sequence and the construction method, as shown in Figure 2-7.
As detailed in CES (2002), some of the property owners have constructed a seawall seaward of their land.
Other owners let their foreshores erode. As noted previously, a section of seawall connecting Henty Bay to
Ferguson Road was constructed using a deformable design in 1993. Eventually however, most properties had
seawalls constructed along the erosion alignment. The exception being at The Henty Bay Caravan Park, where
a small beach was created through the construction of a groyne (which has recently been upgraded). There
was no specified engineering standard applied to the construction of these seawalls. Consequently, they have
frequently been damaged during storms. Additional rock has then been added, either as landowners could
afford it, or by Council.
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As a consequence of this continual repair of the Henty Bay seawalls, most of this shoreline is protected by a
substantial wall, as shown in Figure 2-8, Photo B. The size of the armour rock is generally not as large as that
along Dutton Way. However, the volume of rock in at least 60% of its length would be sufficient to constitute a
“dynamically stable” wall to the standard specified by Foster (1994).
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FIGURE 2-7 VIEWS OF THE HENTY BAY SEAWALL SHOWING VARIABLE STRUCTURE

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 2-8 VIEWS SHOWING A STEEP SECTION WITH VARIABLE ROCK SIZES (A) COMPARED TO A MORE
STABLE, WIDER AND LOWER GRADIENT SECTION OF WALL (B)
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2.4.2.3

Ferguson Road

The dynamically stable seawall constructed in 1995 was generally in a sound condition up to 2007 when the
last inspection was undertaken. Currently it is in a condition where it still provides protection to the road during
minor storms but would not withstand a more extreme event such as the November 1994 storm. This is
because the volume of rock in the seawall is too low per metre length of wall and crest rocks tend to be
precariously perched on the wall. The wall is considered unsafe in relation to pedestrian use on either side of
the crest.
The crest level of the northern most section of the seawall (near the car park) appears to be lower than along
much of Ferguson Road. The volume of rock in the seawall is less than 20 m3 per m length of wall.
There are a few localised weak spots in the wall where concentrations of smaller rock sizes than average
occur. Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 indicate the unstable / low crest, and variable rock size.
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FIGURE 2-9 SECTION OF SEAWALL SHOWING VARIABLE ROCK SIZES
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FIGURE 2-10 LOW CREST SECTION OF THE SEAWALL
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3

PERFORMANCE OF ROCK ARMOURED
SEAWALLS

Prior to presenting discussions regarding the design concept for a seawall fronting Dutton Way, Henty Bay,
Ferguson Road and the shoreline through to Schnapper Point, it is informative to consider the way in which
such structures can fail. This understanding of the fundamental damage processes on seawalls guides the
subsequent development and selection of appropriate measures to protect the local foreshore.
This section therefore discusses general issues regarding the performance and structural integrity of rock
armoured seawalls (also referred to as rock-armoured revetments) and is provided so as to offer context to
the later discussions regarding the engineering design of the seawall. How these various issues are specifically
applied to the design of the seawall along the Dutton Way to Schnapper Point foreshore are discussed later in
Sections 4 and 5.
Structural failure of rock armoured seawalls can be caused by any of three fundamental mechanisms - or
indeed by any combination of these, namely:


Erosion of the armour layer - instigated when the rocks on the front face of the wall are not able to
withstand the forces applied by waves as they wash against the slope. The rocks are effectively washed
off the structure by the waves.



Undermining - occurs when wave action causes scouring of erodible material at the toe of the armoured
slope, causing it to be undermined and to then collapse (even though it may consist of large rocks that
would otherwise not have been moved by waves).



Wave overtopping - caused by waves that wash up over the top of the armoured slope and scour the
material immediately behind the wall. The top of the wall is then no longer supported by underlying material
and it collapses into the scoured area behind it - lowering the top of the seawall further, allowing greater
overtopping, greater scour, and progression to structural failure.

Further discussion of these failure mechanisms is offered below, along with appropriate mitigating measures
that can be incorporated into rock armoured seawall designs to avoid or reduce their effects.

3.1

Erosion of the Armour Layer

This type of damage is illustrated conceptually in Figure 3-1. It is instigated when the rock armour on the front
face of a seawall is not able to accommodate the forces applied by the larger waves in the sea state as they
wash against the slope. It can be due to a number of deficiencies:
The rocks themselves are too small (or they have broken down over time into smaller sizes)



The placement density is poor (such that rocks are very loosely placed and easily removed)



There is insufficient rock coverage or geotextile placement on the underlying slope (allowing waves to
wash out the material in the underlying bank slope or from the filter armour layers)



The front slope of the wall is too steep (allowing any loose rocks to be easily dislodged by waves and to
roll down off the slope).
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FIGURE 3-1 DAMAGE / FAILURE DUE TO EROSION OF THE ARMOUR LAYER

For rock armoured structures, a small degree of movement of individual rocks is acceptable. Damage levels
of up to 5% may be allowed by designers without the structure being considered as having failed or structurally
compromised. The term “damage” nominated in such a way in coastal engineering designs accounts for the
percentage of individual rocks which move from their initially placed position – which can be to a more stable
position within the rock armour matrix. Often during storm events, the rock armour slope consolidates –
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resulting in a tightening of interlocking between individual rocks. This is more likely to occur in the years
immediately after construction as the rock matrix consolidates. Consequently 5% “damage” can also represent
an improvement in structural stability at some locations within the seawall.
Failure of a section of seawall occurs when armour rock is removed from the slope to the extent that the
underlying material is exposed. Once waves can wash against the unprotected bank slope and any underlying
layers of smaller rock, they can more readily scour and remove this material. Collapse of adjoining sections of
the armour layer can then be considerable, with failure progressing very rapidly outward from the initial point
of failure.
Given the need to adequately protect the underlying bank material, the outer armour on properly constructed
statically stable seawalls always has at least two layers of armour rock on the slope. In special circumstances
single layers of armouring are possible with some precast concrete armour units which are pattern placed.
These are usually only used when appropriate armour rock is not readily or economically available.
The removal of individual rocks from the face of a seawall under this mode of failure tends not to be caused
by those waves in a storm that shoal and break directly onto the rock slope. This is because such waves apply
forces that tend to push the rocks into the slope rather than remove them. Whilst this strong impulse from
breaking waves can significantly jar individual rocks and potentially loosen their interlocking with surrounding
rocks, it may not necessarily remove them from the armouring layer. Instead loose rocks in an armour layer
tend to be removed from a seawall by the unbroken waves in the sea state.
The up-rushing and down-rushing of each unbroken wave (as it expends its energy by surging against and
through the porous rock slope) is very substantial. It is this “up-slope” and “down-slope” surging of water that
removes individual rocks from out of the face of the seawall and rolls them down the slope. Once a rock is
removed from the slope, adjoining rocks no longer have the same degree of physical support. The resulting
effect is an increased vulnerability of the depleted armour layer to the surging forces running up and down the
slope - leading to further removal of rocks and progressive damage leading to structural failure.
Clearly the best way to mitigate this type of action is to ensure that the rocks are large enough and sufficiently
interlocked to withstand the uprush and downrush forces applied by waves during storms. The engineering
design of seawalls therefore directs considerable focus and effort on ensuring that rocks are correctly sized,
and that during construction they are correctly placed as an interlocking matrix on an appropriate slope
gradient.
The above discussion does not fully apply to dynamically stable seawalls where smaller rock is used, and the
rock is allowed to move during storm events. For such designs there needs to be sufficient rock in the structure
such that after deformation during a design storm event the structure is still sufficient to:


Prevent undesirable overtopping of the structure



Withstand another design storm event



Prevent rock being washed over the structure causing a hazard on road/property behind the seawall
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3.1.1

The Importance of Rock Size on Seawall Stability

The size of rocks required to withstand a particular sea state can be calculated using well established design
formulae. Typically, the application of these design procedures yields the required weight of individual rocks since it is the weight of each rock (along with interlocking) that counters the forces trying to remove it from the
structure. It is for this reason that designers of marine works will usually specify requirements for armour in
terms of rock weight rather than rock dimensions.
The practicalities of rock supply are such that all rocks in a seawall are not the same size - it is inevitable that
there will be a range in sizes. So, when considering the issue of rock size, it is necessary to nominate a
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representative weight - this is typically the average weight of all of the rocks. Or in other words, it is the weight
that 50% of the total number of rocks in the structure exceeds.
The slope of the seawall has a significant bearing on the size of rocks that are necessary to withstand a
particular severe wave event. The steeper the slope, the larger the rock size required. The “angle of repose”
is the slope that would form if the rocks were simply dumped into a heap or formed into a seawall by bulk
placement techniques. It represents the steepest slope allowable in seawall construction because at this
gradient the rocks are at (or near) the point at which they will roll down the slope.
Rather than place armour rocks at this extreme limit of stability, it is usual practice to adopt a maximum
allowable slope on the front face of rock armouring of around 1:1½ (i.e. 1 vertical unit to 1½ horizontal units,
which is approximately 34° from the horizontal).
Flatter slopes enable smaller rocks to be used to counter the design wave forces. However, there is a practical
limit on just how flat a slope can be built. Gradients flatter than around 1:2½ become quite difficult to construct
without the use of specialised equipment. This is because of the requirement for earthmoving equipment
placing the rocks to have a long reach out over the constructed slope, particularly when placing rocks on a
reasonably high seawall. Despite using smaller rocks, flatter sloped seawalls often result in the need for a
larger volume of rock armour.
Having determined the size of rocks required to withstand the forces of waves during a storm, it is important
that these rocks then don’t break down into smaller sizes during the service life of the seawall. It is common
for basalt and other volcanic rock types to have inherent joints - most of which were formed in response to
shrinkage stresses induced as the lava forming it cooled and solidified. It is similarly common for such joints
to contain secondary minerals that would have migrated into the joints during the lava cooling process.
Secondary material within the joints can swell or contract in response to moisture and temperature changes.
Consequently, when a jointed rock is placed into the marine environment of a seawall (where it is repeatedly
subjected to wetting/drying and heating/cooling cycles) the result can be a slow physical degradation of the
volcanic rock towards sizes determined by the joint spacing.
The extent of inherent defects is controlled by the geology of the rock source. It is often found that intrusive
igneous rock (i.e. more slowly cooled and more widely jointed) is a better source of armour than volcanic rock
(rapidly cooled and commonly closely jointed).
Petrographic analysis of rock samples and their in-situ source can determine whether potential sources of rock
for new work (or rocks within existing seawalls) are prone to long-term deterioration in a marine environment.

3.1.2

The Importance of Rock Interlocking on Seawall Stability
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The interlocking of individual rocks within armour layers plays an important role in securing the structural
integrity of seawalls for statically stable designs.
Simply ensuring that large rocks are used as armour does not ensure that they will not be removed by wave
action. Rocks that are not in firm contact with several others in the same layer are therefore loose and are
simply sitting on only one or two points of contact - in a potentially unstable position. They can be rocked
backwards and forwards by waves surging up and down the face of the seawall. The induced jarring action on
these moving rocks can cause them (or others alongside) to fracture under the repeated impacts - with the
fragmented smaller rocks then being washed out of the armour and removed from the seawall.
A tightly packed, well interlocked armour layer offers little opportunity for waves to remove individual rocks
from the structure. The degree of interlocking within an armour layer is affected by the range of rock sizes that
constitute the layer, as well as the shape of the rocks themselves.
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As stated previously, it is inevitable that any rock-armoured seawall will consist of a range of rock sizes. If
there is a wide range either side of the average, then the interlocking of the preferred size can be compromised.
The large number of smaller rocks in a widely graded armour can get in-between and inhibit the firm contact
between the larger rock sizes that are required to withstand the wave forces. They may also fill the voids within
the armour layer, thereby significantly compromising the seawall’s ability to dissipate incoming wave energy.
Similarly, individual very large rocks within a widely graded armour can inhibit effective interlocking by reducing
the number of contact points that adjacent rocks might otherwise have with each other - meaning that those
rocks aren’t as well held within the overall rock matrix because of the presence of the very large rock.
Consequently, when specifying the average rock size required for seawalls, designers typically also specify
limits on the minimum and maximum rock sizes so as to ensure that interlocking of the completed seawall is
not compromised. Internationally accepted design guidelines regarding rock gradings have been developed
for this purpose. Construction specifications for rock-armoured marine structures also frequently incorporate
strong and clear requirements for individual rocks to be placed so as to be in firm contact with at least three
others in the same layer. These should be enforced when supervising such rock placement works.
Rock shape is also an important consideration in ensuring adequate interlocking within an armour layer. Rocks
that are tabular in shape (i.e. excessively flat), quite long, and/or cylindrical will not interlock as effectively as
cubic or spherical shaped rocks - although very round rocks are not as effective as cubic rocks.
Consequently, seawall designers will frequently place limits on the shape of rocks (for example, by specifying
the maximum allowable ratio of any rock’s longest dimension to its shortest dimension).

3.1.3

The Importance of Rock Coverage on Seawall Stability

Even an armour layer constructed of appropriately sized and interlocked rocks contains significant voids. The
void ratio of a properly constructed rock armour seawall will typically be around 35% to 40%.
Indeed, it is these voids that contribute to the success of a rock armoured seawall as a coastal defence
structure. As waves wash onto and through the armour layer, they lose a significant amount of energy.
Consider for example the performance of waves should they encounter a totally impermeable smooth slope
on the foreshore. There would be very little loss of wave energy, with such a slope acting as a ramp for the
waves to wash over and onto the area behind. A rock armour layer on the other hand absorbs much of the
wave energy so that its potential to adversely impinge on the area behind it is significantly reduced.
Nevertheless, there is considerable turbulence and movement of water within the voids of a rock armour layer
- as a consequence of waves as well as the normal rising and falling of the tides. If the material upon which
the rocks are placed is erodible, then it will be washed out between the voids in the outer armour and no longer
provide adequate foundation support for the armour layer itself. It is therefore necessary to provide a filter
arrangement between the outer armour layer and the material in the underlying bank slope.
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Typically, this filter is provided by way of an underlayer of smaller rocks - carefully sized to ensure that they
themselves aren’t washed out between the voids in the outer armour layer, yet still prevent any of the finer
bank material from migrating through it. This often requires a geotextile material to be placed directly onto the
bank slope beneath the rock underlayer.
Another benefit of this overall filter arrangement is that it improves the overall porosity of the seawall structure
- thereby improving its ability to dissipate incoming wave energy.
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3.1.4

Summary - Mitigating the Potential for Erosion of the Armour Layer

To summarise, in order to mitigate the potential for damage or failure of a rock-armoured seawall it is important
to ensure that the fundamental aspects discussed above (and listed overleaf) are incorporated into any new
structure.
Likewise, consideration of these issues with regard to existing seawalls ensures that any assessment of their
performance and/or structural integrity addresses the potential for this type of failure mechanism.


Rocks are to be sized so as to withstand the wave forces associated with storm events.



As well as the average size of all rocks, the minimum and maximum sizes need to be limited to a
reasonably narrow range.



At least two layers of the specified rock size are to be provided within an outer armour layer.



All rocks are to be placed so as to be in firm contact with at least three others within the same layer.



Appropriately designed filter layers are to be included between the primary armour and the bank slope.



Front slopes should be no steeper than 1 vertical to 1½ horizontal. Deformable walls can have a slightly
steeper slope because the storm wave action will develop a more stable slope.



The effect of rock shape on interlocking needs to be considered and limitations imposed.



Rocks used in seawalls should not contain inherent joints or defects that will cause the rock to breakdown
within the local marine environment into smaller sizes.

3.2

Undermining Damage and Failure

The high levels of turbulence generated as incoming waves encounter a seawall can be sufficient to initiate
scour at the toe of the structure. If the seawall is founded at too high a level relative to the potential scour
depth, then this scouring of material in front of it may undermine the foundation of the seawall itself. This failure
mechanism is illustrated conceptually in Figure 3-2.
Undermining causes the rocks in the lower section of the armoured slope to slump or collapse downwards into
the scoured zone, destabilising the upper sections of the slope and making the seawall considerably more
susceptible to failure by erosion of the armour layer.
Undermining failure can occur during a major storm event that causes significant scouring at the base of the
seawall and exposure of the foundations. However, it could well be that the slow gradual removal of material
from in front of the wall as a consequence of ambient (i.e. day-to-day) conditions could result in the structure
being in a vulnerable condition prior to the onset of a storm. Often it is not readily apparent that the level of the
beach/seabed in front of a seawall is near to that of its foundation and it is therefore close to being undermined
- even by a mild storm event.

3.2.1

Mitigating the potential for undermining of the armour layer
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There are basically two ways in which undermining failure can be avoided, namely:


placing non-erodible material in front of the seawall (i.e. toe armour); or



founding the seawall’s armour layer at a depth below the expected level of scour.

The selection of the most appropriate for any particular application is determined primarily by “constructability”
issues and the availability of foreshore width to accommodate toe armour. That is, which of these two basic
options is the easiest, most cost-effective and/or environmentally appropriate way to build at a particular site.
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The most difficult challenge to overcome when providing protection against undermining is the ability to
excavate below the surface level (for the subsequent placement of the toe armour or establishing a deeper
foundation level for the seawall). Excavation depths are typically below groundwater and ocean water levels,
even during low tides.
Where the foreshore / seabed is sandy, such excavations will tend to be unstable due to inflowing water and
therefore prone to collapse. The placement of a horizontal blanket of toe armour is best suited to new seawall
construction or seawall repairs that allow placement of the toe armour directly onto the surface immediately in
front of the structure. For instance, these would be seawalls that have water in front of them at all stages of
the tide. This is because it avoids the necessity to excavate.
The alternative option of extending the armour layer down to a level below that of the expected scour is best
suited to new seawall construction rather than as a simple repair option for existing seawalls. This is because
it would otherwise require the removal of the existing rock slope above the area of the seawall foundation to
be deepened, and the reconstruction of the entire slope above the new foundation level.
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This option of a deep foundation requires excavation of material that will be below groundwater level and
therefore poses the challenges associated with keeping the excavation open for subsequent placement of
armour. For sites where the tidal range is high, or the toe of the seawall slope is underwater, the construction
issue can be overcome by use of light-duty sheet piling or prefabricated shore-trenching frames to temporarily
stabilise the excavation.
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FIGURE 3-2 DAMAGE / FAILURE DUE TO UNDERMINING

3.3

Overtopping Damage and Failure

As waves encounter a seawall, they surge up the slope. If wave run-up levels are high enough during the
elevated ocean water levels and strong wave action that occur during severe storms, then the surging water
will reach and pass over the crest of the wall. This scenario defines the “green water” overtopping phenomenon
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where a relatively complete sheet of water surges over the top of the seawall - not just as spray. If the material
immediately behind the seawall is erodible, then it can be significantly scoured by this green water overtopping.
Scouring of the material supporting the crest of the wall results in collapse of the top section of the armour
layer back into the scour hole. This effectively reduces the height of the seawall, thereby increasing the
occurrence and severity of subsequent green water overtopping, leading to greater scour, leading to even
greater overtopping, etc. This progressive damage can rapidly lead to failure of the seawall. The process is
shown conceptually in Figure 3-3.
The extent of green water overtopping is dependent upon a number of parameters - including the front slope
of the seawall, the composition and thickness of the armour layer, and the prevailing wave characteristics (of
height, period and incident direction). The main parameter affecting overtopping rates is the difference in height
between the top of the seawall and the ocean water level prevailing at the time of the wave event (i.e. the crest
freeboard). Clearly a small freeboard results in greater overtopping than a large freeboard.
There are a number of methods available to calculate the volumes of overtopping (i.e. the overtopping
discharges) for a variety of wave and ocean water conditions, and a variety of seawall types. However, when
considering the implications to the seawall of the calculated overtopping discharges, the issues are somewhat
less exact. Given the current international understanding by engineers and scientists of this complex
interaction, it is not possible to give unambiguous or precise limits to tolerable overtopping discharges for all
possible conditions.
Nevertheless, research of this issue to date enables some guidance to be offered with respect to tolerable
overtopping discharges for seawalls such as those at Dutton Way. The limits listed below for the value Q of
overtopping discharge serve as an indication of the need for specific protection to mitigate large overtopping
flows (EurOtop, 2007):

Q < 0.05 m3/sec/m
0.05 m3/sec/m < Q < 0.2 m3/sec/m
Q > 0.2 m3/sec/m

No damage at rear of seawall crest.
Damage if the area behind the crest is not paved.
Damage even if the area behind the crest is paved.

When designing new seawalls, the extent of overtopping can be estimated, and these limits can be considered
to ensure that the overtopping water does not have an adverse impact on the land immediately behind the
seawall. Likewise, they can be used when assessing the performance of existing seawalls under any given
storm condition to determine whether green water overtopping will cause damage.

3.3.1

Mitigating the Potential for Overtopping Damage

There are two fundamental ways in which failure by overtopping can be avoided, namely:


Increase the crest freeboard;



Place non-erodible material immediately behind the crest of the seawall (i.e. crest armour).
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A viable solution for some locations may incorporate features from both of these strategies.
Clearly a means of increasing the freeboard would be for the seawall to have a high crest level. Whilst this
may be appropriate at some locations, the height to which a seawall would need to be built so as to contain
wave run-up levels to the front slope only (and thereby prevent any overtopping whatsoever during severe
storm events) is typically very high. A high crest may have a significant adverse effect on environmental values
of the foreshore, visual amenity, public access and inhibit the drainage of rainfall runoff from foreshore areas.
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The alternative to raising the top of the seawall is to maintain a lower crest level and allow green water
overtopping to occur - but place armour rocks in the area immediately behind the seawall. This would prevent
this region from scouring and the top of the seawall from failing. The crest armour can be buried below the
filled surface level if required and vegetation could be planted over the top. This landscaping would need to be
considered as sacrificial - in that it would be washed away during an extreme overtopping event. However
more importantly the crest armour would remain intact, thereby ensuring the structural integrity of the wall
during such an event.
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The availability of foreshore land behind a seawall that could be used for crest armour (whether for new seawall
construction or as repairs/upgrading of existing walls) may be constrained by existing infrastructure or land
tenure. Consequently, the optimum solution for mitigating potential damage or failure by overtopping at any
particular site is often an appropriate combination of raising the crest as well as armouring the area behind it.
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FIGURE 3-3 DAMAGE / FAILURE DUE TO OVERTOPPING
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4

DESIGN CRITERIA

4.1

Selection of the Design Event

The preceding section of this report discusses the mechanisms by which rock armoured seawalls can be
damaged and ultimately fail. However, when considering ways in which these processes can be avoided it is
necessary to select a particular storm “event” which the structure must accommodate. This selection is typically
based on an acceptable probability of that event occurring within the length of time that the structure and its
components are intended to serve their given purpose (this is termed the design life of the structure). The
selection of an appropriate design event therefore becomes a decision that acknowledges and accepts a
particular level of risk that this event (i.e. the particular combination of wave conditions and ocean level that
the seawall structure is required to accommodate) might be equalled or exceeded within the design life of the
structure.
Australian Standard AS4997-2005 “Guidelines for the design of maritime structures” nominates a 50-year
design life for a “normal commercial structure” such as the seawalls fronting the study area. This classification
as a “normal commercial structure” (as opposed to that of a “special structure / residential”) is adopted since
in most areas of the study area there is a buffer of a road or at least some land located behind the seawall
prior to properties. In addition, the science behind sea level rise is an ongoing process. By designing to the
50-year design life, with consideration of the rock sizing and crest level increase requirements should the
structure be present for 100-years, the structure can simply be adapted in future, if in 50-years the need for a
seawall is still present.
The severity of a design event is quantified by assigning it an Average Recurrence Interval (also referred to as
a return period). This is the average time that elapses between two events that equal or exceed a particular
condition. For instance, a 100-year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) event is one which is expected to be
equalled or exceeded on average once every 100 years. However, since such events occur randomly in any
particular timeframe under consideration (rather than at precise regular or cyclical intervals), they have a
probability of occurrence within that time.
Table 4-1 presents a summary of the percentage probability that various ARI events are likely to be equalled
or exceeded within particular timeframes. For example, a 100-year ARI design event has a 39.3% probability
of being equalled or exceeded in a structure’s 50-year design life. It also has a 1% chance of occurring or
being exceeded in any particular year.
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TABLE 4-1 PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE OF VARIOUS AVERAGE RECURRENCE INTERVAL EVENTS

Assessment
Timeframe
(years)

5

10

25

50

100

200

500

1

18.1%

9.5%

3.9%

2.0%

1.0%

0.5%

0.2%

2

33.0%

18.1%

7.7%

3.9%

2.0%

1.0%

0.4%

5

63.2%

39.3%

18.1%

9.5%

4.9%

2.5%

1.0%

10

86.5%

63.2%

33.0%

18.1%

9.5%

4.9%

2.0%

25

99.3%

91.8%

63.2%

39.3%

22.1%

11.7%

4.9%

50

100.0%

99.3%

86.5%

63.2%

39.3%

22.1%

9.5%

100

100.0%

100.0%

98.2%

86.5%

63.2%

39.3%

18.1%

200

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

98.2%

86.5%

63.2%

33.0%

Average Recurrence Interval (years)
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The engineering design adopted for the proposed standard seawall sections has considered both the 100-year
ARI design event, and the 200-year ARI design event. AS4997-2005 stipulates the 200-year ARI conditions to
be applied for structures presenting a low degree of hazard to life or property. However, Council may consider
the risk of a 100-year ARI design event appropriate for the structures.
We have adopted the following design criteria:


Design for the ultimately selected ARI event: no greater than 5% damage to armour for statically stable
structures; and



Design for the selected ARI event for dynamically stable structures whereby the integrity of the structure
remains intact after the design event. This implies the structure could withstand another design event
without catastrophic failure.

The design methodology uses the characteristics of the selected ARI event to size the armour arrangements
and to determine the cross-sectional form of the seawall. The following section of this report offers discussion
on the particular wave and ocean water levels that constitute the design ARI event for the seawall fronting
Dutton Way.

4.2

Characteristics of the Design Event

The primary components of the extreme storm that constitutes the ARI design event for the seawall are the
wave conditions and the ocean water level. The selection of the ARI event(s) to be used in the assessment of
the seawall is not a straightforward or simple process, as it consists of a combination of severe waves and
extreme ocean water levels. When considering the adequacy of coastal defences, it is necessary to consider
the likelihood of both conditions occurring simultaneously. The assumption of complete dependence between
waves and ocean levels in an analysis of joint occurrence would lead to a conservative assessment – since,
for example, the 100-year ARI design event would have to comprise a 100-year ARI storm tide level occurring
at the very same time as the 100-year ARI wave conditions.
Conversely the assumption of complete independence between waves and water levels could lead to underassessment of structural performance, since any increase in the probability of large waves occurring during
storm tide events would have been ignored - clearly an understatement of likely waves. The actual correlation
between waves and storm tide levels during a severe storm event will lie between these two extremes of
complete dependence and complete independence. Quite comprehensive and specialised studies are typically
required to establish this joint probability.
Wave characteristics and the storm surge can generally be estimated for a storm of any given intensity and
size; however, the storm tide level depends upon when the peak surge generated by the storm occurs in
relation to the astronomical tide. For example, a severe storm which produces high waves and a high surge
will not produce a high storm tide if it occurs around the time of low tide. The large surge and severe waves
occurring at low tide might result in less wave energy reaching the foreshore (due to the waves breaking in the
shallower seabed approaches) than a moderate surge and moderate wave conditions occurring at high tide.
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The approach adopted when developing structural designs for the seawall at Dutton Way has been to consider
the following scenarios as potentially constituting the 100-year and 200-year ARI events. For each event, the
one having the most adverse effect on the structural requirements of the seawall would be adopted:


100-year ARI event:


Scenario 1: 100-year ARI storm tide level occurring simultaneously with the 50-year ARI wave
characteristics; or



Scenario 2: 50-year ARI storm tide level occurring simultaneously with the 100-year ARI wave
characteristics.
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200-year ARI event:


Scenario 1: 200-year ARI storm tide level occurring simultaneously with the 100-year ARI wave
characteristics; or



Scenario 2: 100-year ARI storm tide level occurring simultaneously with the 200-year ARI wave
characteristics

4.3

Design Event – Ocean Water Levels

When considering the forces that affect foreshore structures it is necessary to consider the ocean water levels
that prevail from time to time. This appreciation not only relates to the day-to-day tidal influences, but also to
the storm surges which occur as a result of extreme weather conditions.
Just how much wave energy reaches a foreshore is therefore determined largely by the depth of water over
the seabed approaches. Ocean water levels and the seabed bathymetry are important aspects in this process
of wave energy transmission.
Consequently, it is necessary to have an understanding of the following ocean levels in the vicinity of the
shoreline between Dutton Way and Schnapper Point:


Astronomical Tide - this is the “normal” rising and falling of the oceans in response to the gravitational
influences of the moon, sun and other astronomical bodies. These effects are predictable and
consequently the astronomical tide levels can be forecast with confidence.



Storm Tide - this is the combined action of the astronomical tide and any storm surge that also happens
to be prevailing at the time. Surge is the rise above normal water level as a consequence of surface wind
stress and atmospheric pressure fluctuations induced by synoptic events.

4.3.1

Astronomical Tide

The tidal rising and falling of the oceans is in response to the gravitational influences of the moon, sun and
other astronomical bodies. Whilst being complex, these effects are nevertheless predictable, and consequently
past and future astronomical tide levels can be forecast with confidence at many coastal locations. Table 4-2
presents the tidal planes for Portland.
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TABLE 4-2 TIDAL PLANES FOR DUTTON WAY (AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL TIDE TABLES 2016)

Tidal Plane

Tidal Datum (m)

To AHD (m)

Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT)

1.4

0.7

Mean High Water Springs (MHHW)

1.1

0.4

Mean High Water Neaps (MLWN)

0.9

0.2

Mean Sea Level (MSL)

0.7

0

Mean Low Water Neaps (MHLW)

0.5

-0.2

Mean Low Water Springs (MLLW)

0.2

-0.5

4.3.2

Storm Tide

The level to which ocean water can rise on a foreshore during the passage of an extreme storm event is
typically a result of a number of different effects. The combination of these various effects is known as storm
tide. Figure 4-1 illustrates the primary water level components of a storm tide event. A brief discussion of each
of these various components is offered below.
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BROKEN WAVES

COASTLINE

WAVES ARE BREAKING

INCOMING WAVES

WAVE RUNUP

WAVE SETUP

STORM
TIDE

SURGE
ASTRONOMICAL TIDE
LOW WATER
DATUM

Storm Tide = Astronomical Tide + Storm Surge + Breaking Wave Setup

FIGURE 4-1 COMPONENTS OF A STORM TIDE EVENT

Astronomical Tide: The astronomical tide is the normal day-to-day rising and falling of ocean waters in
response to the gravitational influences of the sun and the moon. Astronomical tide is an important
component of the overall storm tide because if the peak of a severe storm were to coincide with a high
spring tide for instance, severe flooding of low-lying coastal areas can occur, and the upper sections of
coastal structures can be subjected to severe wave action.
Storm Surge: This increase in ocean water levels is caused by meteorological effects during severe storms.
Strong winds blowing over the surface of the ocean forces water against the coast at a greater rate than
it can flow back to sea. Furthermore, sea levels can rise locally when a low-pressure system occurs
over the sea - resulting in what is termed an “inverted barometer” effect.
A 10mb drop in atmospheric pressure results in an approximate 10 cm rise in sea level. In order to
predict the height of storm surges, these various influences and their complex interaction are typically
replicated by numerical modelling techniques using computers.
Breaking Wave Setup: As storm waves propagate into shallower coastal waters, they begin to shoal and will
break as they encounter the nearshore region. The dissipation of wave energy during the wave breaking
process induces a localised increase in the ocean water level shoreward of the breaking point which is
called breaking wave setup. Through the continued action of many breaking waves, the setup
experienced on a foreshore during a severe wave event can be sustained for a significant timeframe
and needs to be considered as an important component of the overall storm tide on a foreshore.
Wave Runup: Wave runup is the vertical height above the local water level up to which incoming waves will
rush when they encounter the land/sea interface. The level to which waves will run up a structure or
natural foreshore depends significantly on the nature, slope and extent of the land boundary, as well as
the characteristics of the incident waves. Consequently, because this component is very dependent
upon the local foreshore type, it is not normally incorporated into the determination of the storm tide
height. Nevertheless, it needs to be considered separately during the assessment of the storm tide
vulnerability of the proposed seawall.
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4.3.2.1

Portland Storm Tide Analysis

Water level records for Portland were available from Bureau of Meteorology tidal gauge 090192. This was
provided by the BoM as hourly water level data and within the datum of m LAT. This data set was converted
to m AHD and then an extreme value analysis was undertaken to determine the various average recurrence
interval water levels for Portland. A number of probability distributions were applied to characterise the data
set which included: General Extreme Value (GEV), Gumbel, Log Normal, Log Pearson III and Generalised
Pareto. The Log Pearson III resulted in the greatest fit of the data and was adopted for this study. The resultant
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average recurrence interval water levels for Portland can be found within Table 4-3 below. The values of the
reanalysis are similar to that undertaken by the CSIRO in 2009 (McInnes et al).
TABLE 4-3 STORM TIDE LEVELS INFERRED FOR DUTTON WAY

ARI (years)

Storm Tide Level (m AHD)

CSIRO Storm Tide Level (m
AHD) (McInnes et al)

10

0.87

0.79

20

0.91

0.89

50

0.95

0.97

100

0.98

1.01

200

1.01

N/A

4.4

Design Event – Wave Characteristics

Waves are the dominant mechanism for the movement of an seawalls / revetments in nearshore waters.
Waves in Portland Bay are generally ocean swell waves that have been generated in the Indian and Southern
Oceans and across The Great Australian Bight. These arrive off Portland from the southwest and generally
occur when low pressure weather systems are located well to the south of Australia (CES, 2002).
During large storms the significant wave height in deep water can exceed 10 m. The highest individual waves
can exceed 20 m in height. Locally generated storm waves from the east through to south will also occur but
their impact relates more to sediment transport along the foreshore than to the structural stability of a seawall.
To determine the design event wave characteristics at the seawall locations, the wave characteristics were
first determined 50km offshore from Portland (described below in Section 4.4.1) and then brought inshore in a
separate set of analyses. The method of bringing the waves inshore is described in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1

Offshore Wave Height

5671_R02V02.docx

The offshore wave conditions for multiple average recurrence intervals offshore from the Portland region were
determined through an extreme value analysis of Water Technology’s hindcast model of South Eastern
Australia. Data from this model is available for a 24-year period which runs 1990 to 2014. The wave data at a
number of offshore points within 50km of the project site were analysed to determine the characteristic offshore
wave conditions for the site. All the points sampled were quite similar, however a single point with the largest
maximum wave height was selected for use in the extreme value analysis as it would provide the most
conservative results for the subsequent nearshore modelling. The mean wave direction did not vary across
the sampled sites; a representative wave rose showing the main direction of wave propagation can be found
below within Figure 4-2.
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FIGURE 4-2 PREDICTED WAVE ROSE OFFSHORE FROM PORTLAND

A number of probability distributions were tested against the offshore significant wave height data. The
probability distributions that were investigated are similar to those employed for the tidal analysis. These are
as follows: General extreme value (GEV), Gumbel, Log Normal, Log Pearson III and Generalised Pareto. As
with the tidal analysis, it was found that the Log Pearson III distribution showed the greatest data fit and was
adopted for the use. Analysis of the wave period was also completed to determine the period which is
associated with the largest observed significant wave heights. It was observed that wave period between 12
and 16 seconds occurred with the majority of large waves, with an average of around 14s. As such, a wave
period of 14s was adopted for this study.
From the analysis described above, the characteristic offshore wave climates were determined. These can be
seen below in Table 4-4.
TABLE 4-4 OFFSHORE SWELL WAVE DESIGN CRITERIA

Annual Recurrence
Interval (ARI)

Significant Wave Height (m)

Wave Period (s)

Mean Wave Direction

10

10.2

14

225

20

10.6

14

225

50

11.1

14

225

100

11.4

14

225

200

11.7

14

225
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4.4.2

Nearshore Wave Height

To bring the offshore wave climate inshore, Water Technology utilised a previously developed local spectral
wave model of the Portland region, with the offshore wave climate applied at the model boundary. Incorporated
both the water level and wave extreme value analysis (see Table 4-4) outlined above.
The model grid was first updated to improve the resolution around the key areas of interest for this project.
Additional elevation data obtained through a 2018 photogrammetry survey provided by the Deakin University
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Marine Mapping Group was added to the model in order to better refine the coastline, and in particular the
elevations on and surrounding the Dutton Way seawall (B Allan 2018).
To incorporate the effects of locally generated waves in addition to the swell at the study site, design wind
speeds were also applied across the model domain. These were derived using the the Australian Standard,
AS 1170.2 – 2011 Structural design actions: Part 2: Wind actions. The design parameters for calculating the
wind criteria are as follows:


The site is located within the A1 wind region, which is the predominant region within the south of Australia.



The wind speeds derived were U10, which refers to the height at which they are experienced (10m above
ground level)



Wind speeds were converted from gusts (3s) to those acting over a 1-hour period for use within the model.
Due to the small model area, and the presence of offshore swell at the model boundary, this was
considered appropriate to generate the relevant ‘sea’ waves (refer Glossary for definition of sea and swell
wave parameters).

As the coastline at Dutton Way is sheltered to the south by Cape Nelson, it was determined that the wind
direction that will have the greatest impact on the site is from the south-easterly direction. From this direction,
the wind can flow unimpeded across the ocean until it meets the project site, thus generating the maximumsized waves. The resultant hourly wind design criteria for use in the modelling is presented within Table 4-5
below.
TABLE 4-5 WIND DESIGN CRITERIA ADOPTED FOR THE STUDY (AS 1170.2 – 2011)

ARI (Years)

Direction

Wind Speed (m/s)

100

SE

24.3

200

SE

25.5

As discussed in Section 4.2, a number of scenarios need to be assessed to determine the resultant design
criteria at the seawall sites corresponding to the 100-year and 200-year ARI events. The wind speeds
presented in Table 4-5 above were also included into the assessment. As discussed at the start of Section 4.4,
the wave climate at Portland consists of both swell approaching from offshore, and wind generated waves.
The two wind speeds were applied in the nearshore model to assess the effect of wind during the storm on the
resultant wave energy at the site. The selected combination of water level, offshore waves and wind for the
design events is presented in Table 4-6. This is for both present day as well as considering the predicted
impacts of climate change in 2070 (50-year design life) and 2100 (approximately 100-year design life).
TABLE 4-6 PARAMETERS EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE THE DESIGN CRITERIA

Scenario

Water Level

Swell Boundary Wave

Wind

Sea Level Rise

5671_R02V02.docx

100-year ARI Design Event
1

100-year ARI

50-year ARI

100-year ARI

+0 (Present Day)

2

100-year ARI

50-year ARI

100-year ARI

+0.5 (2070)

3

100-year ARI

50-year ARI

100-year ARI

+0.8 (2100)

200-year ARI Design Event
4

200-year ARI

100-year ARI

200-year ARI

+0 (Present Day)

5

200-year ARI

100-year ARI

200-year ARI

+0.5 (2070)

6

200-year ARI

100-year ARI

200-year ARI

+0.8 (2100)
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The significant wave heights were extracted from the nearshore model at the -0.5m AHD contour, the
approximate seawall toe location, for seven sections of seawall which can be seen below in Figure 4-3. The
significant wave heights at these extraction points are presented in Table 4-7. The results between the 100year and 200-year ARI conditions do not vary significantly, indicating at most areas along the seawall the
waves are somewhat depth limited.

FIGURE 4-3 WAVE DATA EXTRACTION LOCATIONS
TABLE 4-7 PREDICTED SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT ALONG SEAWALL SECTIONS A TO G (METRES)

Scenario
Number

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

100-year ARI Design Event
1

1.7

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.4

2

1.9

1.8

1.9

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.6

3

2.0

2.0

2.1

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.7
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200 Year ARI Design Event
4

1.7

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.4

5

1.9

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.6

6

2.0

2.0

2.1

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.8
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4.5

Future Climate Change Influences

Sea level rise as a consequence of future climate change could result in potentially greater depths of water
along Dutton Way - allowing greater wave energy to impinge on the rock-armoured seawall. The higher ocean
level also has the potential for inducing greater wave overtopping on a seawall built to accommodate presentday wave and ocean water conditions. Given that the crest level of any seawall is likely to be vulnerable to
wave overtopping during severe storms, the implications of future sea level rise needs to be considered in the
design of any proposed seawall works.
This is not to suggest that new seawall works need to be constructed to accommodate all aspects of future
climate change now. It would however be prudent to design the armour layer to be able to accommodate the
expected increased wave energy (as a consequence of sea level rise and changed storm climatology). This is
line with the discussion in Section 4.1.
The predicted increase in wave overtopping could be included as subsequent upgrading works if/when it
manifests itself. For instance, the design could be undertaken to structurally accommodate present-day
overtopping rates by incorporating crest armour and/or raising the crest level, whilst being cognisant of the
possibility that future works (such as raising the crest level even higher) may be required in the later years of
the seawall’s design life.
In this way the design and construction would not compromise the options of dealing with increased
overtopping due to climate change at a later date, yet still provides a structure that is more closely matched
with existing bank alignments and levels.
The fundamental design philosophy adopted for addressing potential effects of future climate change in the
design of the seawall is as follows:


Sea level rise to the year 2070 – consider implications of sea level rise of 0.5 metres above present day
mean sea levels.



Sea level rise to the year 2100 – consider implications of a sea level rise of 0.8 metres above present-day
mean sea levels.



Wave climate to the year 2100 – consider implications of a 10% increase in offshore wave heights



To address issues relating to potential erosion of the armour layer – select rock size in accordance with
present-day climate scenario, but tailor the design such that upgrading works can be readily undertaken
should future climate change and sea level rise require modifications.



To address issues relating to potential undermining of the seawall - determine foundation requirements
that accommodate the expected increases in wave energy and sea level as a consequence of future
climate change.



To address issues relating to the potential overtopping of the seawall - determine crest armouring
requirements that will accommodate the present-day climate scenario but be mindful when preparing the
seawall design that future climate change and sea level rise may require modifications and/or additional
works in future.
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The design waves along the seawall for the scenarios above are presented in Table 4-7.
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5

SEAWALL DESIGN

5.1

Overview

An options assessment has been undertaken to identify the form and type of seawall and location. The
proposed options are based on the design requirements, taking into consideration the condition and
performance of the various sections of existing seawall. For the purposes of this assessment, the seawall has
been split into 8 sections: A to G, as displayed in Figure 5-1. These are also described in terms of chainages
in Sections 5.2 to 5.4 below.
At this stage, limestone is not recommended as the rock source for the upgrade. The use of limestone requires
significantly larger rock due to its lower density when compared to basalt / granite. This may reduce the
aesthetics of the seawall. It also reduces the ability to re-use the existing rock on the site.
Design drawings for all design types and locations are presented in Appendix B.
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FIGURE 5-1 SEAWALL SECTIONS FOR WHICH DIFFERENT CROSS SECTIONS ARE PROPOSED

5.2

Dutton Way

5.2.1

Section A (Chainage 0 to 930)

This section of the Dutton Way seawall has been upgraded. The capacity for sediment transport between
Anderson Point and along this section of Dutton Way is about three times than that along the Henty Bay
shoreline. This increased rate is probably a combined influence of wave angle and wave refraction.
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It is proposed this section would have a seawall specific to this site. Minimal work is required due to the
previously undertaken upgrade. Any new works should adopt the same design as the upgraded sections –
this applies to sections that have not yet been upgraded.

5.2.2

Section B (Chainage 930 to 2340)

It is recommended that the balance of the Dutton Way seawall have a common cross-section. With the gently
sloped seabed, the design waves will likely always be depth limited. The depth is controlled by the erodibility
of the beach level and design sea level scenarios.
The cross-section would be based on demolishing the existing wall, sorting material into underlayer and armour
rock, placing a geotextile and rebuilding a standard two layered armoured wall. The rationale is that there is
already a significant quantity of armour rock present. Two design options are identified for this section:


A standard two-layer design with the crest level determined theoretically or by physical modelling. Since
this is a long section of wall, likely with a common design, there would be value in 2-D physical modelling
to optimise the crest level.



An alternative two-layer structure with a wider crest width to reduce the height of the seawall without
compromising overtopping – modelling would be a good way to optimise.


The cost of this option would likely be less than the first due to the reduction in rock material required.



This may result in sacrificial landscape area landward of the wall, as discussed in Section 3.3.



Aesthetically, this option may be preferred due to the improved sight line to the ocean.

The standard two-layer design is recommended for this section because there is already a considerable
volume of large (design sized) armour rock in the existing wall and it should be more economic to rebuild in
this form rather than add a considerable extra volume of rock to create a deformable rock wall.

5.2.3

Section C (Chainage 2340 to 2530)



This section could be treated as a deformable wall, whereby supplementary rock is added as required.
This may not be aesthetically pleasing, but due to the lack of landward housing, this may not be an issue.
The existing wall does not have a geotextile underlayer and therefore it is recommended that if works are
to be undertaken, the wall be rebuilt rather than just the addition of new rock.



Alternatively, the wall could be completely reconstructed to a standard two-layer design, as per Section B
above. This would involve removing all of the rock and relocating the limestone into the core or elsewhere,
then continue with the standard design.

5.2.4

Section D (Chainage 2530 to 3360)
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Within this section, the existing wall is quite variable in terms of stone size and seawall slope. This section
should have a uniform cross-section of either:


A deformable wall



Two-layered armoured wall

Varying the profile along this residential section will become visually messy, as well as being more difficult to
construct. The deformable wall would likely be less expensive because all of the existing rock could be
incorporated into the design. We note that the ongoing maintenance costs for a two layered structure or a
deformable structure are similar provided they are constructed to the design form and specification. A
deformable wall will have reshaped but still be a safe structure after a design storm and any maintenance
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would relate to localised repair to a segment that may not have been constructed fully to the design and
specification. Maintenance of a two layered structure may be similarly required after a design storm.

5.2.5

Section E (Chainage 3360 to 4000)

Due to the multiple changes in wall direction along this section, a two-layered seawall design is preferred. The
directional variation in the wall means that there will be “longshore” rock movement issues that mean
maintenance is likely to be required for any deformable wall.

5.2.6

Design Parameters

The design wave heights, wave periods, water depths and beach slope were applied to the Van der Meer rock
sizing formulae, as per Van der Meer (1988, 1992, and 1998) and Demirbilek & Vincent (2002) to provide an
indication of the required rock sizing for each section.
A conservative rock size was then selected to cover the range of conditions calculated. The calculated Primary
Armour and Secondary Armour are provided in Table 5-1. This accommodates the predicted wave and water
level climate to 2100. The recommended geotextile is the Texcel 600R. However, this selection requires review
at the detailed design stage.
TABLE 5-1 ROCK ARMOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Primary Armour

Secondary Armour

Buttress Rock

Geotextile
Texcel 600R

Sections A, B and C
D50 (m)

0.9

0.4

1.2

M50 (kg)

2000

200

5000

Sections D and E
D50 (m)

0.8

0.4

1.2

M50 (kg)

1500

150

5000

Texcel 600R

The crest elevation needs to be sufficiently high to prevent excessive overtopping during high waves and water
levels. If the structure is constructed too low, overtopping may remove a considerable amount of fill from behind
the structure and weaken it to the point of failure. In addition, the toe elevation must be low enough to prevent
undermining by scour action.
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The crest level of the seawall was assessed by applying the design conditions discussed above, and using the
method provided by Burcharth & Hughes (2006). According to this method, the crest elevations for the different
wall sections are as follows:


Sections A, B and C – 3.6m AHD



Sections D and E – 3.3 m AHD

Under the design conditions, no damage is predicted to be caused to the structure by overtopping. Only for
Section C is the mean overtopping discharge > 5 L/s per metre of structure (Section C – 5.3 L/s/m, see
Table 5-2), which is considered potentially dangerous to pedestrians at the crest. Increasing the crest
elevation along this section to 3.7m would reduce the overtopping discharge to below 5 L/s/m. However, given
the conservativeness of the design conditions adopted it was considered appropriate to maintain a consistent
seawall design along the foreshore rather than slightly increase the wall along only one section.
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TABLE 5-2 OVERTOPPING DISCHARGE RATES FOR SEAWALL SECTIONS

Location

A

B

C

D

E

Overtopping (l/m/s)

3.5

2.1

5.3

4.0

4.0
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A nominal toe depth of -1 to -1.5m AHD is proposed for the seawall designs with the inclusion of a large
buttress rock at the toe. This is to accommodate the uncertainty in the ground conditions below the proposed
structure. For detailed design, a geotechnical investigation involving trial pits at the wall toe locations be
undertaken to determine if there is underlying reef that could reduce on the toe depth design requirements.
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5.3

Henty Bay Estate

5.3.1

Section F (Chainage 4000 to 5520)

For this section, a deformable wall like that built in 1993 for its eastward end would be an appropriate option.
However, the 20m3/m length of rock should be utilised so that a uniform wall is created. All the rock in the
existing wall can be re-used. There will need to be more than one standard section because of existing varying
conditions:


One section for where the seawall is effectively wide and acts as a breakwater (at the Caravan Park site).



The other where the seawall has developed land immediately behind it.



A standard two-layer design could also be implemented if significant sections of the wall are to be rebuilt
but most of the armour rock will need to be sourced from quarries. Excess smaller rock from the existing
deformable wall could be maintained as an extra buffer or removed.

5.3.2

Design Parameters

As for the Dutton Way designs, the design wave heights, wave periods, water depths and beach slope were
applied to the Van der Meer rock sizing formulae, as per Van der Meer (1988, 1992, and 1998) and Demirbilek
& Vincent (2002) to provide an indication of the required rock sizing for each section.
A conservative rock size was then selected to cover the range of conditions calculated. The calculated Primary
Armour and Secondary Armour are provided in Table 5-1. This accommodates the predicted wave and water
level climate to 2100. The recommended geotextile is the Texcel 600R. However, this selection requires review
at the detailed design stage.
TABLE 5-3 ROCK ARMOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS; TWO LAYER DESIGN

Primary Armour

Secondary Armour

Buttress Rock

Geotextile

D50 (m)

0.8

0.4

1.2

Texcel 600R

M50 (kg)

1500

150

5000

Section F

The crest elevation needs to be sufficiently high to prevent excessive overtopping during high waves and water
levels. If the structure is constructed too low, overtopping may remove a considerable amount of fill from behind
the structure and weaken it to the point of failure. In addition, the toe elevation must be low enough to prevent
undermining by scour action.
The crest level of the seawall was assessed by applying the design conditions discussed above, and using the
method provided by Burcharth & Hughes (2006). According to this method, the crest elevation Section F is set
at 3.3 m AHD.:
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Under the design conditions, no damage is predicted to be caused to the structure by overtopping. The mean
overtopping discharge is > 5 L/s per metre of structure (Section F – 4.0 L/s/m).
A nominal toe depth of -1 to -1.5m AHD is proposed for the seawall designs with the inclusion of a large
buttress rock at the toe. This is to accommodate the uncertainty in the ground conditions below the proposed
structure. For detailed design, a geotechnical investigation involving trial pits at the wall toe locations be
undertaken to determine if there is underlying reef that could reduce on the toe depth design requirements.
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5.4

Ferguson Road

5.4.1

Section G (Chainage 5520 to 7780)



For Ferguson Road the existing deformable wall should be upgraded by doubling the rock volume and
lowering/stabilising the crest if possible.



Beyond Ferguson Road where there is a considerable amount of concrete rubble, the section could again
be deformable, but the concrete rubble should be buried in the core of the seawall.



Beyond the concrete rubble area, a deformable wall is the most economic if and when it needs to be
protected. Theoretically by-passing sand, following a specification, should allow this area to stabilise. If
this option is selected, sand fencing should be installed to assist in capturing sand and building up a dune.



Given the volume of material required in a deformable wall design, a standard two-layer armour design
may be an economic alternative.

5.4.2

Design Parameters

As for the Ferguson Road designs, the design wave heights, wave periods, water depths and beach slope
were applied to the Van der Meer rock sizing formulae, as per Van der Meer (1988, 1992, and 1998) and
Demirbilek & Vincent (2002) to provide an indication of the required rock sizing for each section.
A conservative rock size was then selected to cover the range of conditions calculated. The calculated Primary
Armour and Secondary Armour are provided in Table 5-1. This accommodates the predicted wave and water
level climate to 2100. The recommended geotextile is the Texcel 600R. However, this selection requires review
at the detailed design stage. This armour sizing is for the standard two-layer armour wall.
TABLE 5-4 ROCK ARMOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Primary Armour

Secondary Armour

Buttress Rock

Geotextile

D50 (m)

0.8

0.4

1.2

Texcel 600R

M50 (kg)

1500

150

5000

Section F

The crest elevation needs to be sufficiently high to prevent excessive overtopping during high waves and water
levels. If the structure is constructed too low, overtopping may remove a considerable amount of fill from behind
the structure and weaken it to the point of failure. In addition, the toe elevation must be low enough to prevent
undermining by scour action.
The crest level of the seawall was assessed by applying the design conditions discussed above, and using the
method provided by Burcharth & Hughes (2006). According to this method, the crest elevation Section F is set
at 3.3 m AHD.
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Under the design conditions, no damage is predicted to be caused to the structure by overtopping. The mean
overtopping discharge is > 5 L/s per metre of structure (Section F – 2.4 L/s/m).
The nominal toe depth of -1 to -1.5 m AHD with the inclusion of a buttress rock is the same as for the other
sections. Monitoring and Maintenance
Asset management of all coastal structures along the study area is the responsibility of DELWP.
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5.4.3

On-going Works

The rock armour of the proposed seawall designs has been sized so as to accommodate the expected effects
of future sea level rise, as well as changes to the regional wave climate. As such, the rock armouring is more
robust than needs to be for present day climate conditions and there will be no need to later increase the rock
characteristics. It is therefore not anticipated than on-going works will be required once the wall is in place.
A higher ocean level in the future (beyond 2070) may result in an increase in wave overtopping. This can be
included as subsequent upgrading works. The design approach adopted has been to structurally
accommodate overtopping rates up to conditions at 2070 and is cognisant of the possibility that future works
(such as raising the crest level slightly higher by adding another layer of rocks) may be required in the later
years of the seawall’s design life (up to 2100). In this way the design and initial construction do not compromise
options for dealing with any possible increased overtopping due to climate change at a later date, beyond
2070.

5.4.4

Monitoring Requirements

The existing and any rebuilt sections of wall should be inspected at least annually to ensure that minor damage
(e.g. vandalism or localised rock movement during a storm) is identified and rectified promptly for a statically
stable two-layer seawall design. The wall should also be inspected after any major storm events to identify any
damaged or dislodged rocks which may threaten the integrity of the structure or present a safety hazard so
that these risks can be addressed.
An on-going five yearly program of Condition Surveys is recommended – a coastal engineer should inspect
any seawall section constructed on a five-yearly basis to check its structural integrity.

5.4.5

Repair and Maintenance

It is noted that the seawall designs are such as to limit damage levels to 5%. Even this damage level may not
necessarily require any significant repair works. The term “damage” nominated in such a way in coastal
engineering designs accounts for the percentage of individual rocks which move from their initially placed
position – which can be to a more stable position within the rock armour matrix. Often during severe storm
events, the rock armour slope consolidates – resulting in a tightening of interlocking between individual rocks.
So future 5% “damage” can also represent an improvement in structural stability at some locations within the
revetment.
If, following inspection by a coastal engineer, it is determined that the structural has suffered damage sufficient
to warrant repairs, any required repairs and maintenance is to be undertaken as soon as practicable. This may
include re-placement of rock armour which have moved during storm events. It is anticipated that timing of
repair works may be subject to the scale of the repair and (in the event of larger-scale repairs) availability of
suitable contractors as well as prevailing tides and wave conditions.
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Wave overtopping of the structure during extreme storm tide events although unlikely may result in damage
and/or erosion of soil and vegetation, to the rear of the seawall crest. This will not affect the structural integrity
of the wall, but reinstatement of the soil and vegetation should be undertaken to restore the visual amenity of
the site.
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6

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

Groynes

As noted in CES (2003), the process of beach reinstatement, for individual beach precincts, along the study
area could be accelerated by creating beach compartments between groynes that limit the longshore
movement of sand.
Any structure protruding above the natural beach surface has the potential to act as a groyne, retaining sand
on the updrift side of the structure. There are two existing groynes located along Dutton Way, which were
trialled as an attempt to stabilise the adjacent beach. They have been generally unsuccessful in this as the
structures are too short (less than 60m in length) given the very fine sand grain size (typically around 0.18mm)
and the flat beach slope (varies between 1 in 30 to 1 in 60) (CES, 2003).
To be effective under these conditions, and maintain a beach at all times would require:


The groyne length must be sufficient to contain the toe of the beach, as well as a sufficient reservoir of
san at the top of the beach to act as a buffer to accommodate a severe storm.



Between Dutton Way and Snapper Point the minimum groyne length required is 150m, and this should
be able to retain a beach that is about 200m long.



Sand must be placed to the west of the groyne to offset any terminal scour on the eastern side of the
groyne. The approximate volume of sand required to create a useful beach is about 40,000 m3.



Sand bypassing by the Port of Portland at a rate of 50,000 m 3 per year must be on-going.

Due to the irregular planform of the coastline between Dutton Way and Snapper Point, there is considerable
flexibility on determining the location of beach compartments and where they could be built.
As detailed in CES (2003) the most obvious location for a groyne structure is east of Ferguson Road.
The other logical locations for placement of groynes and beach nourishment are:



Where Dutton Way parts from the beach (where the 1994 top up occurred with limestone), and
At either end of Ferguson Road

At each of these locations there is some room for parking and facilities.
Any groynes would need to be constructed as statically armoured structures. This differs from the original CES
(2003) recommendations, as it is likely that beach users will access any groyne structure and therefore it needs
to be statically stable from a safety perspective.
Proposed Groyne Locations
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The proposed groyne locations are presented in Figure 6-1
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FIGURE 6-1 PROPOSED GROYNE LOCATIONS
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6.2

Beach Access Locations

Suggested beach access points are marked on Figure 6-2 Figure 6-4 with their coordinates in GDA 1994 MGA
Zone 54 presented in Table 6-1. These could be in four different forms:


Stairs that span the revetment. These aim to avoid placing the footings between the rocks so as to not
compromise the seawall. By design, rocks are allowed to move within the revetment. The footings interfere
with this process. Rock movement could even cause damage to the footings themselves. The footings
may also make it problematic to undertake maintenance in that area. The cost of such a structure would
be greater as the span between supports is longer than usual. This type of structure would need to be
constructed in a material like FRP in order to be able to span this distance. An example of a similar
application is provided in Appendix C.



Stairs with footings through the revetment. This could consist either of footings attached to the primary
armour itself or placing the footings between the rocks.



Universal access ramp. The required maximum gradient of a universal access ramp is 1:14 (7%).
Depending on the relative level of revetment crest to beach, the ramp would need be in a switchback style.



Concrete stairs set into the seawall atop the secondary rock layer. Depending on the number of stairs
needed at each location a landing may be required to meet the relevant Australian Standards.

It is not recommended to include access as a gap in the revetment. This may lead to increased scour, erosion
or inundation at the gap locations.
Indicative figures of these three forms are provided in Appendix C. Material options are presented in Table 6-2.
FRP, aluminium or a combination of the two are the most appropriate for the study area.
All of the above structures should follow the relevant standards and codes: National Construction Code 2016
Building Code of Australia Volume 1 and AS 1428.1 – 2009. Please note these are indicative concepts only;
design should be carried out by a suitably qualified structural engineer.
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TABLE 6-1 ACCESS POINT COORDINATES (GDA 1994 MGA ZONE 54)

Access Point Number

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

1

552958

5759694

2

553309

5760078

3

553848

5760429

4

554482

5760872

5

555036

5761321

6

555581

5761599

7

556056

5761846

8

557332

5762735

9

557636

5763062
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FIGURE 6-2 DUTTON WAY BEACH ACCESS LOCATIONS 1-3

FIGURE 6-3 DUTTON WAY BEACH ACCESS LOCATIONS 4-6
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FIGURE 6-4 DUTTON WAY BEACH ACCESS LOCATIONS 7-9
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TABLE 6-2

MATERIAL OPTIONS

Pros

Cons

Fibre Reinforced
Plastic (FRP)

Low maintenance, cost effective,
durable, slip resistant, UV Stable and
structurally sound, high strength to
weight ratio.
Prefabrication and ease of installation

Design considerations required to
improve aesthetics and avoid
‘industrial’ appearance, less pedestrian
comfort grate on bare feet.

Timber

Natural material. Possibly utilise
recycled timber, aesthetics suit coastal
environment. Structurally sound.

Expensive. Natural material in an
aggressive environment consequently
high maintenance costs, requires
regular inspections.

Steel framework

High Strength

Corrosive environment, powder coating
and hot dip galvanised finishes
considered unsuitable for coastal
environment, rigorous maintenance
schedule.

Aluminium framework

Durable, can withstand weather
extremes, prefabrication and ease of
installation, lightweight, corrosion
resistant, low maintenance, less site
disturbance

Industrial appearance in coastal
environment.

Composite Decking

Cost effective, low maintenance and
durable, structurally sound.

Solid panels potentially leading to sand
build up; using a mesh product reduces
this issue

Concrete

Low capital cost, High strength, Set into
the structure so improved visual
amenity compared with the other
materials.

Potential to act as substrate for marine
growth leading to a high-slip safety
hazard.
Concrete may not be designed for
wave impact forces
Concrete requires maintenance
Potential for wave action to outflank the
seawall by run-up on the stairs
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Material Type
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7

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

7.1

General

The seawall works are to be completed to the lines and levels shown on the relevant Standard Design Crosssection Drawings. The material to be placed must be of uniform quality and characteristics in accordance with
this Specification.

7.2 Rock Armour
All rock used in the construction of the seawalls is considered and referred to herein as rock armour. The
Contractor is responsible for the sourcing, extraction, transportation, handling and placement of all rock armour
required for the Works.
All such armour must be of volcanic or metamorphic origin; and be angular or sub-angular in nature. All rock
armour shall be well graded, clean, free from overburden, spoil, shale and organic matter.
Individual rocks shall be slightly weathered to fresh; durable; sound; and suitable for use as armour in a marine
environment. All rock armour must be free of any defects which would result in breakdown of individual stones
in the environment of the Works. Rocks displaying cleavage planes and weak seams shall not be used.
All rock armour shall have a Specific Gravity of at least 2.65. The Contractor shall carry out tests to confirm
the Specific Gravity of rock armour being used in the works prior to the use of such rocks in the Works.
In this Specification of rock armour, the following definition of terms applies:


𝑙 = maximum axial length; given by the maximum distance between two points on the rock.



𝑑 = minimum axial breadth; given by the minimum distance between two parallel straight lines between
which the rock can just pass.

The armour rock to be supplied, delivered and placed shall comprise of the following types. It is noted armour
rock for a deformable wall would be smaller than the Type A – Primary Armour, as per the drawings in Appendix
B.

7.2.1

Type A - Primary Armour
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Type A armour is the primary armour forming the outer layers of rock on the standard two-layer design seawall.
It has a nominal weight of 3 tonne (with an allowable range between 1.5 tonne and 6 tonne). The primary rock
armour is to comply with the following dimensional criteria:


Dimensional ratio of 𝑙 < 2.5



Least minimal breadth of any rock is 600mm (i.e. 𝑑 > 600mm)



Maximum axial length of any rock is 2400mm (i.e. 𝑙 < 2400mm)

𝑑

Rocks larger than the maximum specified range may be placed as armour in the Works only with the prior
approval of the Administrator, who will specify the location for such rocks. Approval for these larger rocks is
likely to be forthcoming only where such rocks can be placed at the toe of the seawall.
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7.2.2

Type B - Filter Armour

Type B armour forms the underlayer beneath the primary armour on the standard two-layer design seawall. It
has a nominal weight of 300 kg (with an allowable range between 100kg and 750kg). Type B rock armour is
to comply with the following dimensional criteria:


Dimensional ratio of 𝑙 < 2.5



Least minimal breadth of any rock is 250mm (i.e. 𝑑 > 250mm)



Maximum axial length of any rock is 1200mm (i.e. 𝑙 < 1200mm)

𝑑

In addition to the size and weight requirements Types A and B armour rocks shall have the following properties:
TABLE 7-1

REQUIREMENTS OF ARMOUR

Aspect

Requirement

Petrography



Fresh, interlocking crystalline, with few pores, no clay
minerals, and no soluble minerals - as determined by a
petrographic analysis of representative specimens of rock
undertaken by a Petrographer.



For imported rock armour (as opposed to that being reused
from existing structure), assessment of the insitu rock mass
at the proposed rock source by a specialised Geologist or
Geotechnical Engineer to confirm the absence of any
defects/joints/fractures (within individual armour stones
extracted from the insitu source) having the potential for
adverse weathering and/or breakdown of supplied rocks
over time if placed in an exposed marine environment.

Apparent Particle Density

Greater than or equal to 2.65

Absorption

Less than 1.2 percent

Sulphate Soundness

Less than 2% loss in seven cycles

Los Angeles Abrasion

Less than 25% loss

Wet/Dry strength variation

35%
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Petrographic assessments and analyses are to be undertaken by appropriately qualified and experienced
Petrographer, Geologist and/or Geotechnical Engineer. Reports on these assessments and analyses are to
be provided to the Administrator prior to the commencement of any Works. The reports must clearly state
whether the proposed rock armour units are suitable for use as armour in the local marine environment of the
site. It will only be with such project-specific endorsement that the Administrator will approve the proposed
rock source for the supply of armour for the works.
Other tests as listed above are to be undertaken by NATA endorsed testing facilities, with the results reported
on NATA endorsed test certificates. The certificates shall not be dated more than six months prior to the date
of their submission for approval by the Administrator. Additional NATA certificates shall be submitted if the
supply source; or if in the opinion of the Administrator the physical characteristics of supplied rocks change.
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7.3 Placement of Material
7.3.1

General

The techniques used in the handling, transportation and placement of all material in the seawall shall be such
as to minimise any breakdown and production of fines. The placement method shall be such that there is
minimal segregation of material within each particular type/classification.

7.3.2

Placement of Primary and Filter Armour

The Detailed Design Drawings will likely require that a minimum of two (2) primary rock layers are to be placed
on the front face. There must also be a minimum of two (2) rocks forming the outside layer of the core directly
beneath the Type a primary armour. This is an important structural requirement and will not be relaxed at any
location nor under any circumstances.
Where layer thicknesses are shown on the Drawings, these are to give an indication of minimum thicknesses
only and generally reflect that required for the number of specified layers.
Small rocks must not be placed so as to fill the voids and spaces between armour rocks thereby giving a
smooth appearance to the finished structure. This infilling reduces the effectiveness of the rock slopes when
dissipating wave energy and can result in increased overtopping and damage by storm waves.
Armour rocks shall be firmly bedded on the underlying rocks. Each rock shall be in firm contact with at least
three other stones of the same layer to form a tightly interlocked placement. This is an important structural
requirement (including for Type B armour) and will not be relaxed at any location nor under any circumstances.
Consequently, all rocks on the finished face of the armoured structure shall be placed in a stable attitude
whereby they do not create a hazard and cannot be readily displaced or rocked from side-to-side by manual
means.
This Technical Specification allows for a range of rock sizes within a specific armour classification (refer Clause
7.2). The design intent is to have all sizes within the allowable range distributed uniformly throughout the
relevant armour layers. Consequently, the supply and placement of all rock shall be such as to avoid large
areas of the armoured slope constructed of rocks near the limits of the specified range. The Administrator
reserves the right to direct at their absolute discretion, that an area where the armouring on any layer consists
of too great a coverage of either smaller rocks or larger rocks (despite being within the allowable range) be
replaced by more uniformly distributed sizes at no additional cost to the Principal.
The nominated finished gradient shall be adhered to over the full height of the armoured slope. Placement
shall commence at the toe of the slope and material shall be placed to its final thickness proceeding up the
bank slope.
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The method for placement of armour rock shall minimise breakdown during handling and the production of
fines. Any rocks damaged during placement which results in their not complying with the requirements of this
Specification shall be removed and replaced at the Contractors expense.
The placement of armour rocks shall at all times be carried out in such a manner as to cause minimum
disturbance or dislodgment of the underlying material, particularly any geotextile material placed in the Works.
Any such damage shall be repaired at the Contractor’s expense.
It is noted for deformable walls, the armour is usually just dumped and trimmed, resulting in significant
construction cost savings.
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7.4

Tolerances

Unless directed by the Administrator, the crest position of the breakwater shall be within 0.3 metres of the plan
position shown on the Drawings. The crest level shall be as shown on the Drawings within the tolerances of
+0.3 metres, -0.0 metres; and shall not vary by more than 0.3 metres when measured over any 5.0 metre
length of section. The toe of any armoured slope shall not be above the level shown on the Drawings.
The side slopes shall be within +0.15, -0.0 of the nominated gradient (i.e. for the nominated gradient of 1 : 1.5
the tolerance is between 1 : 1.65 and 1 : 1.5).
Nowhere on the breakwater shall the thickness of rock armour be less than that shown on the Detailed Design
Drawings.

7.5

Survey of the Works

Prior to the commencement of the Works, the Contractor shall set such line and level pegs as are necessary
for the adequate control of the construction of the Works. The Contractor must have satisfactory survey
equipment assigned to the worksite and shall employ on the Works a person approved by the Administrator
capable of exercising control of line and level.
The Contractor shall make available as and when required by the Administrator such chainmen and staffmen
as may be required by the Administrator for checking of line and level of all Works, and for the measuring up
and recording by the Administrator of all works.
The Contractor shall give written agreement to the information supplied on the Detailed Design Drawings
regarding existing surface levels within fourteen (14) days of the Date of the Letter of Acceptance. If no such
notification is received by the Administrator, the information supplied on the Drawings regarding existing
surface levels shall be taken as final and not subject to negotiation.
At the completion of the Works and prior to the Practical Completion Certificate being granted, the Contractor
shall carry out a detailed completion survey over the entire area of the Works - to demonstrate that the required
construction lines and levels have been achieved.
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Upon completion of this survey, the Contractor shall prepare and submit "As Constructed" Drawings. The
survey shall locate the position to an approved Azimuth Datum and the level relative to Australian Height
Datum (AHD) of the finished crest and the toe of the breakwater side slopes - at 5m spacings along the
alignment of the breakwater.
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APPENDIX A
CONDITION ASSESSMENT PHOTOS

[Client Name] | [Publish Date]
[Project Name]

Photo 1

2001

2018
Dutton Way ~650 Metres North of Lowe Street Looking South

Appears that rock fill has been added and vegetation grown down rock face
Photo 2

2001

2018
Dutton Way ~650 Metres North of Lowe Street Looking North

There has been significant works undertaken in reinforcing the revetment, with a small gap that has not been
reinforced. The reinforced revetment has a lower berm and smaller armoured upper face to bring it up to
road level. It appears to be well built with a geotextile – but the design standard is unknown.
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Photo 3

2001

2005

2007

2018
Bottom of Dutton Way Around Cliffed Area

There appears to have been erosion of the embankment between 2001 and 2005 and that some armour rock
was placed after 2001. The 2018 photo indicates that some more armour rock placed. Slope steep. Further
rock loss from crest and face possible.
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Photo 4

2001

2005

2007

2018
Dutton Way – Start of Level Road Section

Very little change from 2001 through to 2018. High water makes it difficult to see changes that might have
occurred at the toe of the revetment. However, in general the armour rock is only one layer thick and often
too steep.
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Photo 5

2001

2005

2007

2018
About 450 Metres SW of Malseed Street Looking NE

2001 shows a lot of fine rock at the toe of the revetment some of which appears to have been covered by sand
in 2005. There appears to be little change to the armouring from 2007 to 2018 with the exception of a few
rocks falling off the crest/face down to the toe of the revetment. Sand level appears to be lower than 2007.
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Photo 6

2001

2005

2007

2018
About 450 Metres SW of Malseed Street Looking SW

Appears to be little change over the full photo sequence. Revetment is a mixture of rock sizes with no formal
structure.
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Photo 7

2001

2018
About 200 Metres SW of Malseed Street Looking NE

Appears that there has been some slumping of crest rock, some of which appears to have been freshly
placed at the time of the 2001 photo. Otherwise armouring in the form of one layer is present.
Photo 8

2001

2018

About 50 Metres SW of Short Groyne
The groyne appears to have been damaged by both wash out and lowering occurring. Otherwise single
armour layer prevails.
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Photo 9 (Original 5 in 2002 report)

2001

2005

2007

2018
From about Pumas Street Looking SW

Little change from 2005 to 2018 except that vegetation has grown around crest rocks.
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Photo 10

2001

2005

2007

2018
From about Pumas Street Looking NE Towards Second Longer Groyne

Again, there appears to be little change overall except for the vegetation growth over the crest indicating that
there has been little rock movement in this area. The 2001 and 2005 photos appear to have been taken at a
lower water level and indicate that a considerable amount of fines have washed out of the original seawall –
perhaps a de facto toe protection – but will result in an overall weakening of the revetment.
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Photo 11

2001

2018

Revetment where the wall starts to separate away from Dutton Way
This section was rebuilt after the 1994 storm using predominantly low density coastal limestone. It appears to
have performed adequately.
Photo 12

2001

2018

About 475 Metres North of Where Matheson Road rejoins Dutton Way Looking SW
Single layer armour with a steep face that appears to be little changed since 2001.
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Photo 13

2001

2005

2007

2018(a)

2018 (b)
At Henty Bay Caravan Park Ramp
The groyne to the right was recently rebuilt with some additional large rock added because it was being
damaged and dangerous for users. It looks well built even though there is not a uniform placement of two
layers of armour rock. The rock is well interlocked. Otherwise little change in the area.
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Photo 15

2001

2018
At Henty Bay Caravan Park Ramp

Mixture of rock sizes with little structural form
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Photo 16 (Original 9)

2001

2005

2007

2018
Just south of Cameron Street Area

Very mixed rock sizes with steep slopes. Appears to be little change to the revetment since 2001.
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Photo 17 (Original 10)

2001

2005

2007

2018
Opposite Cameron Street Area

Seems to be little change since 2001. Mixed rock sizes with fines washed on to beach. Vegetation
spreading across crest indicating little change or storm activity affecting area recently.
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Photo 18 (Originally 11)
No image

2001

2005

2007

2018
Very Northern end of Henty Bay Estate

This wall looks relatively new and is probably part of the 1993 works?
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Photo 19 (Original 12)
2003

2001

2005

2007

2018
Ramp at Western End of Ferguson Road

This is the start of the Ferguson Road Dynamically Stable Seawall. It has a relatively narrow crest width which
is a reflection of the use of 10m3 of rock per metre length of wall rather than the required 20m3. Whilst it has
held up it is structurally and user safety wise not safe because of many precariously perched crest rocks.
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Photo 20

2001

2018
Just south of Cameron Street Area Looking West

Note narrower and more peaking crest than in 2001. Crest Narrow.
Photo 21

2001

2018
Just south of Cameron Street Area Looking East

Same situation as per previous photo with a very narrow crest
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Photo 22 (originally 14)

2001

2005

2007

2018
Wally’s ramp opposite the Uniting Church Camp Road

This area has undergone little change since 2007. However, it is noted that the full length of the Ferguson
Road Revetment is in relatively poor condition because not sufficient rock was placed in its original
construction.
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Photo 23 (Originally 15)

2001

2005

2007

2018
End of Ferguson Road at Dead End Turning Area Looking West

It appears that additional large boulders have been placed since 2007 to protect the turning area.
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Photo 24 (Originally 16)

2001

2005

2007

2018
End of Ferguson Road at Dead End Turning Area Looking East

It appears that additional large boulders have been placed since 2007 to protect the turning area. Note
seagrass wrack on beach covering sand in 2018
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Photo 25 (new)

2018 extensive dumping of Concrete Waste Beyond End of Ferguson Road
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Photo 26 (Original 18)

2001

2005

2007

2018
Looking Eastward Towards Schnapper Point

This beach precinct continues to erode and accrete, but net erosion still seems to be persisting.
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Photo 27 (Original 22)

2001

2005

2007

2018

Looking in Front of Abalone farm
In 2001 there was no seawall. A dynamically stable wall was built in 2004 and the western end of it can be
seen in the 2005 and 2007 images. The Wall was extended in 2008 and the extended wall can be seen in
the 2018 image. Note the width of the crest.
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